IV.

CALiFORNIA CIVIL CaDE SECTION 3334 DOES NOT SUPPORT
THE AWARD OF BENEFIT DAMAGES IN TIDS CASE
As amended in 1992, Civil Code section 3334 provides that the measure of
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damages__fl_o__r__ a__tr
__espass is the re~s~~~~l~~~~t_~!~~~d!~~~on,~~~t~_~_~~l~~_~~the~
__,
use of the property, measured as the "greater of the reasonable rental value of that,
property or the benefits obtained by the person wrongfully occupying the property
by reason of that wrongful occupation." (Civ. Code, §, 3334, subds. (a), (b)(l).)
Based on the trial court's misapplication of this provision-which was clearly
,

,

intended to deter those who intentionally d'jImp hazardous wastes to avoid proper
disposal costs-,Watson was permitted to reap an additional award of alm:ost

, $14.3 million that bears no relationship tq any damages suffered by Watson, the
value of the property, or She11's culpability.

A.

Retroactive Application of/he }992 Amendment to Section 3334'
Is Improper,

Watson does not dispute that neither the text nor the legislative history of
the 1992 amendment to Sec'tion 3334 evidences any hitent that the amendmef!.ts 'be
,

,

applied retroactively.14 (See RB:51-52.) Nor does Watson dispute that a law that
affects rights or obligations that were perforrlled or existed,prior to its passage is
impermissibly retroactive. '(See Aetna Cas. & Surety Co. v. Industrial Accident

Com. (1947) 30 Cal.2d 388,391.)
Instead, Watson argues~ in essence, that rules governing retroactivity have
,

'

no application in continuing nuisance and continuing trespass cases because, under

Mangini v. Aerojet and its progeny, "Shell coinmitted a new tort each day that it
failed to clean up the contamination." (RB:51 [citing Capogeannis v. Superior

Court (1993) 12 Cal.App.4th 668; 676; Mangini v. Aerojet-General Corp. (1991)

14 That the amendments were intended to have prospective effect only is
evidenced by the use of the present tense: "the value of the use of the property ,
~hal~ be ...." (Civ. Coqe, S 3334.) "The language' 'shall be' bas been construed,'
to gIve an act 'a prospective effect only." (Helm v. Bollman, (1959) 176
'
Cal.App.2d 838; 843 [citation o m i t t e d ] . ) '
.
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230 Cal.App'3d 1125, 1143l) The Mangini line of cases, however, does not touch
on the issue of retroactivity. Thus, it offers no support for the proposition that
continuing trespass cases constitute an exception to the rule that a statute is
,.,;-----····-,···----~~·irnpenniErs!blyretroactive-if-it-substantially-changes

"the-legal-effectofpast-·---.. ------·--· -

events" (Aetna,.30 Ca1.2d at p. 394), or "impos[es] new or different liabilities
based upon such conduct" (Tapia

v. Superior Cowt (1991) 53 Cal-3d 282, 291;

accord Evangelatos v. Superior Court (1988) 44 Ca1.3d 1188, 1225-1226.) A
statute that changes the. measure or method of computing compensation for an
. injury is impermissibly retrospectiv.e when it is applied to an 'injury sustained'
before the date ofthe statute. (Aetna, 30 Ca1.2d at pp.·392-393; see Helin v.

Bollman (1959) 176 Ca1.App.2d 838, 843 [where amended statute provides for
double damages for trespass where fonner statute allowed only actual detriment,
statute was improperly retroactive].)
In this case, it is the risk of new and substantially different penalties that
makes the amendments to Section 3334 impermissibly retroactive as applied by
Watson and as allowed by the·trial judge. Applying the 1992 amendment to allow
"benefit damages'; based on an alleged leak that Watson claims occurred.
.
..
-anywhere from twenty to thirty yearspriOT to the amendment (RT:5891) would
dramatically and impermissibly. change the 1egaleffect of the trespass, exposing
She]J to damages that were inconceivable at the time of the alleged negligence.
The continuing trespass doctrine does not change this result. Even if it
allows a plaintiff to bring successive actions for relief so long as a trespass
remains unabated, it does not, and cannot, be used to change the legal effect of
conduct that was complete before the.statute was enacted. (See Aetna, 30 Ca1.2d
at pp. 394-395.)

In conclusory fashion, Watson contends that Aetna is "clearly
distinguishable" because it involved a single injury that occurred before the law
changed. (RB:51.) As Shell has explained (AOB:34~35), however, that is
precisely the issue in this case. Although there is no admissible evidence that any
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of Shell's pipelines ever leaked, according to Watson's own experts any such leak
must have occurred at least nineteen years before the legislature amended Section
3334 in 1992, as Watson contended the leak was of old leaded gasoline from.
.-- ---------~------- ... ~~-pipelines-that~had-beentaken-~tlt-of-serviceinl~9'J1-

. ~nd;tt'IDs.the.leakhad-to-ha"e---:...----.-----

been tenmnated before that time. (RT:1583, 5891.) As in Aetna, it was that
alleged leak that constituted the predicate event upon which Watson's right to
recovery is based and it is that date that detelTIlines the law to be applied. (See

Aetna, 30 Cal.2d at pp. 392-393 [holding that industrial injury was "the basis of
the right to be compensated" rather than the later discovery of the resulting
disability].y Because the alleged leak occurred twenty years or more before the
1992 amendment was passed, that amendment cannot be a~plied retroactively to
change the legal effect of that alleged leak.
Watson also argues that the 1992· amendment was not intended to change
the law~ but simply to clarify the definition of "value ofthe use." (RB:51-52
(citing Western Sec. Bank, N.A.·v. ~uperior Court (1997) 15 Ca1.4 th 232, 243).) 15
This argument is particularly astounding 'given the wholesale change in the
measure of damages Watson contends was authorized by ~e 1992 amendment.
Watson conte~ds that the 1992 amendment authorizes an award of damages that
far exceeds the value of the property, the injury to

Wa~son,

the culpability of Shell,

15 Watson's reliance on Western Security Bank} N.A. v. Superior Court
(1997) 15 CalAth 232,243 is misplaced.. In Western Security, tne issue wa's .
whether legislation stating that a letter of credit was not a form. of suretyship
obligatiop. forfUIpost?s ?f anti-deficiency laws, ~as a chang~ int!J.e law or a
c1anfication 0 the eXIstmg law. In fmdmK that It was a c1anficatlOn, the Supreme
Court·looked to the bill itself, which specifically stated that it was the intent of the
.
legislature to abrogate a lower court's ru1ing~)D the issue'and confmnthe
expectations of the parties. (Id. at p. 245) The Court noted that ~he legisla~re
haaa.cte~ promptly to "protec~ those partIe.s: [who had entered "('nor transactions]
expectatIons ana restore certamty andstablhty to those transactions." Thus, the

. legjs[ative inten.! that theprov,isions apply ~o all existing loan transac,tions was
evzdent. (Id. at p. 246.) In thIS case, lliere IS no eVIdence that the legIslature was

responding to·a perceived problem with the judicial construction of ~ statute. Nor
did the legIslature indicate its intent that the amendments be applied retroactively.
The reasoning of Western 8.ecurity is simply inapplicable here.
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or any bounds of reasonab Ifmess. To now argue that these changes do not work a
substantial change in the law and constitute a mere "clarification" of the existing "

j-

Jaw strains credulity.
----·.- ..-c------ ..

------c--.-----.-.-.---.-.-----.-.WatsOll-cannothave-it both-ways. Ifthe.. 1992,amendment_is_.a_~'mere_____

-.--------------------

clarification" of the existing law, ~t cannot authorize the kind of patently excessive
"benefit damages" proposed by Watson. If that amendment was, howev~r,
intended to operate as Watson argu~s, then ~o apply it to this case would be
impennissibly retroactive.

B.

The Legislative HistoryEstablishes that the 1992 Amendment
Was Not Intended to Apply to Accidental, Undetected.
Confaminstioll'

In discussing the legi~lative history of the 1992 amendment to Section
3334, it is worth keeping hi mind the ceritra,I tenet of statutory construction: .
"It is a well-settled maxim of statutory construction that 'a '..
statute is to be construed in such a way as to render it
reasonable; fair and harmonious with (its) manifest (legislative)
purposes...." (citations), and the literal meaning of its words'
must give way to avoid harsh results and mischievous or
absurd consequences. ,j,

(J-r.inney v. Vaccarz (1980) 27 Ca1.3d 348, 357 (qu~ting County ofSan Diego v.
Muniz (1978) 22 Ca1.3d 29, 36 (alterations in original) (irinerquotations omitted)
.(emphasis added).)
. No appellate court has yet construed Civil Code secti~n 3334 as am~nded.
The legislative history, however,makes clear that the legislature's manifest
'purpo~e in

amending Civil Code section 3334 was t9 remove the economic

incentive that was driving
so-called
"midnight dumpers," who reaped substantial
.
.
profits'by consciously deciding

to' dispose of or dump hazardous wastes

improperly. (See, e.g., CT:2059 [under amendments to Section 3334, "[t]he
measure of damages would take into account the benefits obtained by the
trespass-the cost saveq by not properly disposing of the pollutants."].)
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Nothing in the legislative history jndi"cates that the legislature intended this
new remed~ permitting disgorgement of a midnight dumper's avoided disposal
costs to apply outside ofcases ofwrongful and conscious decisions to trespass,
.. _.~-~_ .. _~._._-~-.-~-andWatsonoffeisno-evidence:.thatit.di~:IrHJeed,the·passages.citedh¥Watson:"_"."-;.
confinu, rather than contradict, this manifest legislative purpose. (See, e.g., RB:46
[Watson citing sponsor of the amendment explainin~ that amendment is ~med at
reVenues to trespasser "from using the law to dispose oftoxic wastes." (emphasis
added)]; RB:47 [Watson citing referenc~s to trespasser "dumping toxic wastes"
and the "economic incentive to c0ntinue dumping"].) Each of Watson's
references to the statements of the bill's authors and sponsors discusses a
conscious decision to dispose of wastes improperly on another's pl."Operty.
"

"

W~tson nonetheless contends that the amendments should be read
expansively to include any benefit, of any kind, obtained through even the most
inadvertent trespass. (See RB:44~45.) Straining to support this interpretation,
Watson seizes on just two words in the legislative history: ''The bill is intended to
"address the concerns, among other.s, oflandowners who have found intentional'
, dumping of bazardous wastes onto thelr desert land." (RB:45, quoting CT:2048.)
Although this passage corresponds exactly with both the plain meaning of the
statute and the interpretation Shell attrIbutes to the 1992 amendment, Watson
argues that the words "among others" give the statute broad applicability in any
case, regardless of the nature ofthe trespasser's conduct or intent. (RB:45.) The
fact remains; however, that "midnight dumping" is the only example given and a
limitation to intentionally illegal dumping is completely consistent with every
other statement in the legislative history. (See CT:2048.)
Watson's effort to argue that the .phrase "among others"-expands the scope
of the statute to situations not contemplated anywhere in the legislative history, or
in the class of conduct "specifically discussed in that history, is contrary to accepted
rules of statutory construction. (See California Coastal Com. v. Quanta Inv. Corp.
(1980) 113 Cal.App.3d 579, 606 [noting that "where words ofmore general
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import are used in connection with words enumerating a more· specific class of
activities, the general words should be construed as referring only to .activities of
the same type as thoseenumerated.'1 (citations omitted).) In light of this
.,"

well~

------~--- .-~~c--- settled-ruleaI).dthe-rest-of-thelegislative-histoi"y,the-pmase-'-'am0ng-others''.---:-~~---

merely means that the legislature did not want to limit the example to intentionally
illegal dumping of hazardous wastes onto desert land, but to note that the
amendment would also apply to intentionally wrongful trespasses against other
'. types oflandowners, such as" owners of a coastal marsh, mountain meadow, or
vacant urban lot, or to those who might be victimized by other similar conduct;'
J"-

such as the dumping'

of tires or construction·debris instead of hazardous waste.

Watson's. .argument that the words "among others" somehow broadly override the

.

. plain meaning of the rest of the legislative history ofthe 1992 amendment is
baseless.
Ironically, Watson accuses Shell ofrelying on legislative "silence" to
(RB:45),even though it is Shell's construction that is
construe the .
statute
,
ovetwhelmingly supported by the legislative history and Watson's view that finds
.no such support. The legislative history consistently articulat~ th~~;ncernthat
was driving the legislature in passing the 1992 amendment: the financial benefit
that accrues to those who consciously choose to Wrongfully dump'hazardous waste
"on property to avoid incurring proper disposal costs. Nothing in the legislative
history, and nothing in the history cited by Watson., supports the application oftlie
' .

.

.

1992 amendment to an accidental, inadvertent and undiscovered spill of product
that provided absolutely no benefit to the alleged trespasser.
C.

Even jf Watson Had Proven a Pipeline Leak through Admissible
Evidence~ There Is No Evidence that Shell's Conduct Was .
Aiiything Other than Inadvertent ..

. Vlalson contends that Shell cannot avoid" liability for "'benefit damages"
because there is rio evidence that Shell's conduct was "accidental" or merely
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-----.--

'~negligent."

(RB:42.) However, as the trial court specifically held in granting

.

.

.

Shell's non-suit on Watson's punitive damages claim:

.

. "I saw [] nothing in the evidence that would indi~te willful or
>,'cautious· [sic--conscious] dj$n~gard for:t:be, rights or safety of·, .
. otners.-Despiciiole-6on-duct~iJieri's-no-eviaenceHiaTaIty· .
.employee knew ofthis contamination and refused to do
anything about it. There's no evidence ofany ratification by
the Shell Oil Company. AndJjust don't think there's enough
.
.
to go to the jury on that"

(RT:3040-3041 (emphasis added).)
Watson dismisses the suggestion that the· trial court's ruling establishes that
the trespass was unintentional because of the higher burden ofproof required for
.

.

punitive damages. (RB:43, fn. 21.) T~e trial court's ruling, however, is quite
clear: the court found ''riothing in the evidence" to indicate willful or conscious
conduct, concluded that there was "no evidence that any employee knew of this
contamination and refused to do anything about it," and imposed .no limitation as
to the burden of proof on these findings. (RT:3040-3041~) N~r is there any
,

admissible evidence in the record that Shell knew of the alleged leak, made any
decision to wrongfully avoid disposal costs or remediate the contamination, or
.intended to trespass upon Watson's property in any way. Watson's effort to avoid
the clear import of the trial judge's ruling is unavailing.
~atson m~kes

a similarly baseless argument that the jury's rejection of the

mistake of fact defense demonstrates Shell intentionally trespassed on Watson's
property. As an initial matter, W~tson's speculation as to the jury's subjective
reasoning in rejecting the narrow mistake-of-fact safe harbor is not supported by
.any evidence whatSoever. Not would juror declarations pr furth~r evidentiary
inquiry in this regard be proper under Evidence Code section 1150. 16 Moreover,

. 16 The juror declarations submitted by Shell and discussed in Section III B,
supra, merely confinned the objective fact thaUhe jury found in favor of Shell on .
th~ B-2 Plume-an overt act that was not only objectively ascertainable, but was
also apparent from the face of the verdict itself. This is in contrast to Watson's
unsupported· speculation as t<! the reason why the jury wrote "No" on the verdict
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the trial court expressly rejected Shell's special verdict form that would have

II~~ ~~

~.~----

More importantly, other than the unsupported speculation of its pipeline

expert, Watson offered absolutely no admissible, competent evidence to support
the .conclusion that Shell knew that the pipelines were leaking or failed to clean up
the property' in order to wrongfully avoid remediation costs. The trial court
recognized this fact in its ruling granting Shell's nonsuit motion on Watson's
punitive damages claim. Even if the jury's finding on mistake of fact were
stretched t6 mean what Watson says it does, it still could not stand without any
evidence supporting it, especially in light of Watson's prejudicial and inadmissible
expert testimony and improper comments by Watson's experts and counsel at trial.
Indeed, since the entire verdict must be reversed as a result qf the trial court's .
.highly prejudicial errors discussed above in Sections II and III, the jury's finding
on the mistake-of-fact defense carries no weight.
,

.

.

The evidence of Shell '8 conduct here is in sharp contrast to the case of a
midnight dumper who, by illegally disposing of hazardous waste on another's
property, clearly obtains a benefit "by reason of' the trespass. In such cases, the.
dump,er makes a conscious decision to avoid proper disposal costs and clearly .
.

,

enjoys, a monetary benefit as a result. This view is consistent with the legislative
history of the 1992 Amendment and gives effect to the actual language of the
statute. (Seealso Cassinos v. Union Oil Co. (1993) 14' Cal.AppAth 1770, 1777'
[allowing plaintiff to~ecoverbenefit obtained by def~ndant, measured by the
amount the defendant would have paid to properly dispose of wastewater that the

fmm in response to the question regarding the mistake-of-facfdefense. Such
speculation as to the jury's subjectIve reasoning would be improper even if
Watson had provided any evidentiary support for jts speculatIOn m this regard.
(See Tramell, supra, 163Ca1.App.3d at pp. 172-173.)
.
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.

defen,dant intentionally injected into plaintiffs property without plaintiff s
consent].)
Nor are there any public policy reasons'to conclude ~at Shell received a
----;--- --~~-'----:-'~--'-~---------'---,-,"benefitwhenit-failed-to-djse0ver.thepurported-leak-here.···Wherel3.sc~ases-ofa~----~--------

I

conscious, intentional decision to trespass will often involve "benefits obtained"

I

by the defendant because intentional acts are presumably undertaken as a result of

i

.

.

.

.

~

·some cost-benefit analysis) cases oftinknowing,accidental trespasses are likely

not to result in any benefit to. the defendant-because such inadvertent)
. undiscovered leaks are not, by definition, consciously undertaken in pursuit of
perceived benefits. Thus) the language of Section 3334, as well as the legislative
. history, supports the cpnclusion: that the "benefit damages" award against Shell in
this case was improper.

v.

.

,

THE COURT ERRED BY ALLOWING WATSON'S EXPERT TO
APPLY A MEASUREOFDAMAGES'THAT HAS NO SUPPORT
UNDER CALIFORNIA LAW AND VASTLY OVERSTATES ANY
CLAIMED BENEFIT TO SHELL
The trial court also erred by allowing Watson to use the weighted average

cost of capital ("WACC") as a measure of Watson's so:"called "benefit damages."
(AOB:40-50.) SheIl'8 Opening Brief cited case law expressly rejecting the
inherent subjectivity of such a measureatid pointed out that it was this very lack of
objectivity that made it possible for Watson's expert, Allen Sudennan, to
a:rtificially inflate Watson's damages before the jury. (AOB:42-44.) The trial
court further compounded that error by allowing Suderman to speculate about the
possible tax consequences of the award and adjust the claimed amount upward to
account for such taxes. (See AOBA4-46.)
In response, Watson cites no published California authority employing.the

WACC as

a~easure
. .

~ubjective measure

of damages, concedes
that theWACC provides a highly
. .

of damages, and acknowledges that.California l~w precludes

considering the tax consequences of a judgment. (RB:52-60.) Watson

-I

__

nonetheless contends that us~ of the WACC as a measure of its damages under
Section 3334 was appropriate.. Watson is wrong.
. A.

Watson Effectively Concedes that the WACC Is a Subjective
Measurement and that Its. Use as a Measure ofDamages Is· .: ...
--UiJpiecedentedinCalfioriJiiiLaw---- -c

.

- - - - - - - - - - .·

c_~~_.

.

No California court has ever endorsed the use of a WACC..,based .
calculation as a measure of tort damages~ in part because it results in obvious
discrimination between litigants, and in part because it is h~ghly susceptible to
manipulation. t7 (See AOB:41-42") Watson does not dispute.either of these
assertions. Nor does Watson cite any.California case that has endorsed the use of
the WACC to calculate damages.
Instead, Watson argues that some courts, in rejecting use of the WACe,
have noted· that it may yie1d a number that reflects the actual cost ofcapital for a
,

'.

particular entity over time. Watson suggests that such an observation provides
adequate'support for its use of the WACC in'this case. (RB:56.) But these same
courts that have recognized that WACC may accurately measure a company's cost
of capital, have gone on to reject the use ofVjACC as

ameasure of damages.

(See'

Stan.dard Mfg. Co. v.. United States (19~9)' 42 Fed. Cl. 748, 778; Brunswick Corp.
v.United States (1996) 36 Fed.

Cl. 204,218-219.)

. St(;mdard 'Manufacturing and Brunswick were patent infringement cases in .
. which the defendant had consciously and successfu.llY exploited the plaintiffs'
. pat~nts to their own benefit, obtaining sums that should rightly have gone to the
plaintiffs. Even in these cases, however, the courtS rejededuse of the WACC as
too subjec.tive a measure·.of damages, noting' the strong judicial policy in favor of

17 Shell objected to Sudennan's use'of'WACC as a measure ofdama.&es by
two motions in limine. (CT:1782-1787,3610-3617.) The trial court denied both
requests. (CT:2875-287'7, 4513-4~14.), Sh~ll rene'!Ved its obj~ctions at trial. "
(RT:2193.) Shell al~o so:ught speclf}.c JUry lt~structIons regaromg the proper
measure of damages, whIch were rejected by the court. (See CT:5770-5774.) .
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unifonnity and the "obvious discrimination" that would result between one litigant
and another. (Sta;tdard, 42 Fed.Cl. at p. 778; Brunswick, 36 Fed. Cl. at p. 219.)
Watson concedes that the WACC is a measure of damages that is unique to
,-----~--,.,",.,.~c---~~~-a-particular-defcndantcand-that-it-yi~ld.s-adamagecalc1ilationthatis. highly----,--c----------

,subjective and can vary widely from defendant to defendant. (RB:53-54.) But
Watson argues that this kind of subjective calculation is justified by the ''benefits
obtained" remedy of Section 3334, because "Section 3334 dictates 'tailor-made'
consequences specific to the polluting trespasser to ensure that the conduct Will
not be economically profitable to that trespasser.", (RB:53.) Watson cites no
authority for this proposition, 18 nor does Watson explain why no Qourt awarding
damages under pther statutes providing for disgorgement remedies has ever
approved the use ofWACC to calculate lost pro:fjts or benefit damages.
In fact, the only published California decision that has recognized equitable
relief similar to "benefit damages" in a trespass case never mentions WAcc and
refuses to award'prejudgment interest fOf the time between the defendant's
intentional disposal of wastewater on plaintiffs property and the date the plaintiff
,

.

th

filed'suit. (Cassinos, supra, 14 Cal.AppA 1770,1790.) Although Cassinos waS
decided under the former version of Section 3334, the issue before the court was
how to measure the "bellefit" a defendant obtained by intentionally injecting
excess wastew~ter into the plaintiffs property without his consent i~ order to .
,

'

avoid disposal costs. (Id. at p. 1777.) The court'concluded under equitable
,
principles that the proper measure of the plaintiffs damages was the cost that the
,

defendant would have paid to properly dispose of. the wastewater.' (Id. at pp.
,

1788-1789.) 'Notably, the appellate'court reversed the trial court's award of even

18 Watson also argues that "Shell's Catch-22 assertion that a particular,
calculation method is unacceptable unless there is a prior !~eported ofinion is flatly
wrong." (RB:54, fn. 23.) Shell made no such assertlon. What Shel argued, and
what Watson cannot dispute, is that "no California court has ever approved use of
a WACC-based calculatIOn to measure tort damages." (See AOB:41.)
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prejudgment interest at seven percent for the period between the wrongful disposal
of wastewater and the date the plaintiff filed suit. (Id. at p. 1790.)
Watson dismisses Cassinos out of hand, contending that it did not purport

l~~~-~-'-~~~~~~~--

1

(RB.:54.) Watson even 'goes so far as to argue that Cassinos "supports the use of
the WACC
because the case makes clear the. broad flexibility an injured party
is .
. ,
.
allowed in calculating damages with respect t.o the wrongful occupation of real
property." (RB:54.) In fact, however;Cassinos deals' specifically with the'
.

. .

question of how to measure the "benefit" to a defendant for its conscious

.

deci~ion

to wrongfully occupy another's property. (Id. at p. 177~.) And it allows only
,

,

.

limited prejudgment interest at the legal rate of seven percent, not the outrageous
20-percent interest rate that Watson's improper WACC analysis imposed on .
ShelL 19 (Id. at p. '1790.) Thus the only authority on point is inconsistent with the
measure of damages endorsed by Watson and erroneously allowed by the trial
court. The general principle of "flexibility" i? fashioning remedies do~s not
justify an award of damages that is unrelated to the actual injury to the plaintiff or
the culpabilityofthe defendant. Nor does it provide grounds for ignoring the only
case authority that discusses this issue.

In fact, no prejudgment interest would be appropriate here because the
unliquidated and were not of a sum ,certain at theti;me Watson filed
its complaint (S~e Cassinos, 14 Cal.App.4th at p. 1789.) In contrast to the
situation in Cassinos 7 where the defendant knew exactly how much wastewater it
Was consciously and wrongfully injecting intoth~laintiff'spropertyand what the
costs of proper disposal were (id. a~ PP: 1789-1790 ,'here thert? was no e~idence' .
that Shell was aware of the contamInation when atson filed Its Complamt,knew
the contamination ,c8!Ue,from its pipelines (whi,?h Shell still denies), or knew what
the costs of remedIatIOn would be las Watson dId hot even gather all of the data
that D~gdigian used to dr~w the A or B-2 Plumes until pagdigian and Beresky
.
were hued to be expert WItnesses a few months before mal). Thus any
prejudgment interest would be inappropriate here, let alone the 20-percent interest
permitted by the trial court. .
.
.
,
,

19

damage~ were
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B.

Watson Acknowledges that California Law Precludes
Consideration
ofthe Tax Consequences ofEconomic Damages'
.
'

.

'

'the trial court also, erred by allowing Suderman to apply a 34% multiplier
--

-.~---.".~~--.- ~---

,
-"--"~'_"~(>-

h'U~Muea
~l 'dyIn
. f] ate d WACC
. ld
.
. ' 'bi __" Qr~=:ta....J{ " S~...Qll_
I Iati:(:m.
' 20 ~
... _ ._.J()Yl~
..aJump~J'm!~~_~Y

(AOB:43; see CT:5168; RT:2192-2193.) Watson acknowledges that, under
longstanding California law, the income tax consequences of economic damage
awards are irrelevant and cannot be con'sidered in the calculation of the plaintiffs
damages. (RB:57-58;-see Rodriguez v. McDonnell Douglas Corp. (1978) 87
Cal.App.3d 626, 664-668 [income tax consequences of award of lost future
income irrelevant in personal injury action]; DePalma v. Westland Software House
(1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 1534, 1544-1545 [declining to allow jury to consider post, judgment tax consequences of compensatory damage award]; Danzig v. Jack,

Grynberg & Assocs. (1984) 161 Cal.App.3d 1128, 1140 ["'tax benefits, if any,
enjoyed by plaintiff class members as a res~lt oftheirpartnership investments are
irrelevant t6 the restitution award of damages"].)
/'~'

Watson also admits that its exp~rt adjusted the WACC (which nece.ssarily

yields an after-tax number (RT:2181-2183)) to a pre-tax number. (RB:58.)
Inexplicably; however~ Watson denies that Suderman made the after~tax to pry-tax
adjustment because of the tax consequences of any payment from Shell to Watson.
(RB:58.) Watson needs to reread the record.
In fact, Sudi:mnan expressly acknowledged that he was convertiiIg Shell's
WACC to a pre-tax calculation-using the maximum cOiporate tax rate of 34%'precisely because such a payment would be deductible:
"Well, the rationale [fOf'converting to pre-tax dolh.l.fS] would'
, be the same rationale that you would use in any commercial
damage analysis, and that is that if Shell Oil Company must
, make a payment to Watson Land Company, that payment will
, 20 Shell filed written objections to Suderman's adjustment of the WACC to
account for the tax consequences ofajudgn;lent, (CT:51<50-5163), and reiterated
its objections to this testimony at trial (RT:2Q64-2069, 2193.) The trial court
.
nonetheless permitted the tes~ony.(RT:2157, 2192-2193, 2284.}
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' ~__~ __ ~

__

be deductible by Shell Oil Company, and it will be taxable to
Watson Land."
(CT:5168-51~9; see ~T:2223.)

In other words, Suderman boosted his WACC calculation to account for
- ------------------

--------.-.---.-----------------.-------------.--------.

----

--"-

- - - - _..

_--~-----_._-------_._-,--

and offset taxes he believed Shell would save and Wats~~~<:>~ldlater·havetopay--~-----------on ajury award. Under the very law recognized by Watson, Suderman's
speculation about the possible tax consequences of an 'award was improper and
,prejudicial. (See Danzig, 161 CaLApp.3d at p. 1140.) Thus, the trial court erred
in allowing Suderman to speculate about the possible tax consequences of any
, award and to inflate his damage estimate baSed on that speculation.

C.

The Jury's A ward of'"'BeneDt Damages" under Section 3334
Was Unreasonable as's Matter o/Law

Civil Code section 3359 requires that damages must be reasonable in all
cases. By using the grossly i'nflated WACC and then manipulating it for tax
purposes to produce an even 'more bloated measure' of damages, Watson received a
windfall that violates Section 3359 because it bears

no relationship to the actual

hann sufferedby Watson, the value of the property at issue, or Shell's culpability.
Where an award of dam:~ges is excessive, or so grossly disproportionate as to raise

a presumption that the jury based its results on passion or prejudice, it cannot be
allowed to stand. (Las Palmas Assocs. v. Las. Palmas Gtr. (1991) 235 Cal.App.3d
1220, 1252.) Thi~limitation also applies to statutory'damages. (Gueri~v. Kirst
(1949) 33 Ca1.2d 402, 415.)
In fact, Watson fanned the flames in its closing argumeJ;lt, making an
improper appeal to the jury to use Section 3334 benefit damages for purposes of
punishirtg and deferring Shell and other,alleged polluters:
"Money is a tremendous driving, p,owerful force. And there's
reasonto say you should comply with law. And when you're
talking environmental cleanup, you're talking 'huge dollars.
And if one dollar is a motivator, tens of millions of dollars are
stronger motivators."
(RT:5546.)
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I

Such an argument is especially inappropriate where the trial court
previously granted a nonsuit on Watson's claim for punitive damage~. (RT:3040-

3041.) Shell specifically objected to such comments after the Clqsing argument

.

-1------~-~-----~-----~----andm0Yed-f0r-a-miStri aI, which was denied. (RT:5626-5·621.}- These-types-oL
"
comments further illustrate why the award of $14.3 million in benefit damages is
I
unreasonable and should be vacated.
. Watson contends that "[o]nce a party establishes that it is entitled to
damages, damages may be calculated using any reasonable basis, even if the result
reached is an approximation."" (RB:52 (emphasis added).) The critical element of
any damages calculation, however, is that such calculations must be ''reasonable''
· in amount. (Civ. Code, §.3359.) An award that bears no relationship to the injury
· actually suffered by the plaintiff, the value of the property itself, or the defendant's
.

.

culpability is, under California law, not reasonable. Accordingly, the award in this
case is excessive and precluded by Civil.Code section 3359.
Watson pays lip service to Section ~359, but suggests that imposing such a
reasonableness requirement in this case would "gut the.legislature's express .
decision to eliminate any econot:nic incentive to trespass.,,21 (RB:58.) Watson
argues that the "reasonableness" limitation proposed by Shell would "effectively
eliminate the key purpose of the disgorgement remedy," and "contradicts a
fundamental rule of statutory construction that related statutory provisions must be
read together and that effect must be given to every section." (RB:58.) However,
Watson ignores the fact that the amended text of Section 3334 itself reinforces and
·repeats that a proper award includes only the "reasonable cost of repair or
restoration" and the "re.asonable rental value of [the] property or the benefits
obtained." (Civ. Code, §§ 3334,subds. (a) & (b)(1) (emphasis added)'.)

. 21 Of course, as discussed above, there can be no "economic incentive" to
avoid unintentional·conduct or undiscovered contamination, and Watson's
argument only reinforces the fact that Section 3334 can only be applied to
. kriowing and intentionally wrongful trespasses.
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_

In addition, the "reasonableness" of any damages award is a touchstone of
California jurisprudence that is clearly codified in Section 3359. -Thus, all
provisions of the Code, including Civil Code sections 3334 and 3359, "must be
-.--_.. ~ _c_~~·~·_--~~·~-read·and~c6nstrued-together-and·H-effect"mustbe~given'-tocevery-_secti0n.~~-~-._-~

.... ~~_. ~' .-.

(Guerin, supra, 33 Cal.2d at p. 415 [rejecting claim for damages of $9,900 where
'

-

-

value of property detained was only $6,000]; see Kinney, supra, 27 Ca1.3d at
p. 357 [holding statute must be construed to be consistent with its legislative
- history and the meaning of its words, and to avoid harsh or absurd consequences];

, Guerin, 33 CaL2d at p. 415.) ["The mere recital of plaintiffs, exorbitant demand
demonstrates their position to be one wholly irreconcilable with the question of
'reasonableness' as an essential condition which enters into 'all c~ses' ,of damage
recovery ... "J.)
Watson actually acknowledges these principles, citing TowerActon ,

Holdings v. Los'Angele; County Waterworks Dist. No. 37 (2002.) 105 Cal.AppAIh

590, fprthe proposition that "[C]ourts do not construe statutes in isolation, but
r~ther read every statute 'wi~h reference to the entire scheme oflaw of which it is

,part so that the whole may' be harmonized and retain effectiveness,''' (RB:58.)
Having stated the law, however, Watson fails to apply it Sections 3334 and 3359
\

cann'ot be reasonably harmonized in this case if Section 3334 is given the statutory
constructio~ prqposed by

Watson.

Watson dismisses the cases cited by Shell that imposed a relationship
between the value of the property and the value of the loss of use, arguing that
they "involve claim and delivery'actions for personal chattel, have nothing to do
with Section 3334 and were decided prior- to the 1992 amendment to Section
3334." (RB:59.)
But what the cases establish, and what Watson, ignores, is that the
requirement of reasonableness in Section 3359 is consistently recognized as a Hmif
on alldamageawards. In- Mutch v. Long Beach ImprovementCo. (1920) 47
,

,

Cal.App. 267, the Court ofAppeal reviewed a case in which th-e damages'to
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plaintiff for the loss of her car were determined by the '~value of the use" of the car
during that period. In reversing an. award of three times the' total value of the car:>
the court relied on Civil Code section 3359, holding:

--~I-~-~-~~-~.--~~---------~-~~~,------c-·"lfmusrDeappatent-at~once-thanhere-i-s-something>wrongwith---------c-----~-C---

a scaie of damages that allows three times as much for the
detention of an article from the .possession ofthe owner for a
period of two years as could have been recovered if the .
. trespasserhad completely smashed it up and destroyed it in the
first instance. . .. [I]t would be against conscience to permit a
recovery so out of proportion to the value of the thing involved
as appe.arS here. : .. In determining the value of th~ use under'
the above rule, care should be taken not to permit the fixing of
an amount out of all proportion to the value of the thing.itself;
otherwise the result is not compensation for use but
punishment for a wrong in a .case where exemplary damages as .
such would not be alloWed."

i

(Mutch, 47 Cal.App.at pp. 268-269.)
I

.

Here, the contamination in the area of the A Plume has ha4 no effect on
Watson's business (RT:830 [no impact on fair market rental values], RT:846 [no
lost tenants]); will cause Watson no damages-as ARca is required. to pay for
. any remediation that may take place (CT:3198-3199, 3392); has not caused
Watson to.-pay a nickel in indemnities (~T:827); and resulted in no cognizable
benefit to Shell. Yet, Watson sought and received an award of$14.3 million
based on Watson's fictional "benefit" analysis-a figure that aJ;I1ountsto more
than four times the value of the land above the A Plume22~ven though the use

and. value ofthat land has not been affected in any way..
In Avery v. FredericJ:s~n and Westbr~ok (1944) 67 Cal.App.2d ~34, 336,
the court held that an award above the total value of the land was excessive and
umeasonable, because "one who has ~een injured by the breach of a contract or

.

.

.

th~

commission of a tort is entitled to a just .and adequate compensation for such

22 See AOB:49 fn.20, demonstrating the value 'ofthe land above the A
. Plume is approximate y $3 million.

r
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c-

injury, and no more." (Id. (emphasis in original).) "[I]n no case should he be

I

--1--I

placed in a better position than he would be in had the wrong not been done or the
'contract not been broken." (Id.) After considering other cases, Avery noted that

-----·---·-·----~~:::i::s::=:~~::~::::;:gp:::::rt:t::::~:Ch~-cost is the proper measure of damages; and if the cost ofrestoration will exceed
· such value then the value of the property is the proper measure." (Id. at p. 339,'
citation

and internal quotation omitted.)

Here, Wats~n was awarded far more than just and adequate compensation.
Thejury's $14.3-million award of "benefit damages" has no connection
whatsoever to Watson's damages (which totaled approximately $i20,000 in .
·investigation costs as to the A Plume). Moreover, it.comes in addition to an award
of $3.9 million, which Watson claimed would be the co~ts to fully remediate the A
Plume. If the judgment' is not reversed in its entirety fo:r the rea$OllS dis'cussed, the
jury's verdict must be remitted to avoid an excessive and unauthorized penalty.
1h

. (See Sa{eco Ins. Co. v. J & D Painting (1993) 17 CaI.AppA 1199,i202.) .
None of the cases cited by Watson are to the contrary. Rather, they stand
for the unremarkable propo'sition that d.amages may be awarded even where their
. '

f ·

amount is difficult to quantify, and that the proper measure of damages must be.
determined on the basis ofparticulat facts. (See, e.g., GHK Assocs. v.Mayer
.
.
.
(1990) 224 Ca1.App.3d 856, 873-874 [allowing share of net profits from
condominium 'sales where wrongful conduct of defendants caused difficulty in
calculation]; Clemente v. State ofCalifornia (1985) 40 Ca1.3d 202, 219-220 .
.

.

[allowing pedestrian to recover from negligent highway patrolman without
showing that judgment against motorcyclist that caused injury would be
· collectible]; Fishbaugh v. Ffshbaugh (1940) 15 Ca1.2d 445 [holding difficulty of
valuing plaintiffs interest in community property did not preClude award of .
damages]; Monroe v. Owens (1946) 76 Cci1.App.2d 23, 30-31.[allowing damages
for depreciation of value of cattle even though actual arno.unt is difficult to
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calculate].) None of these cases stands for the proposit"ion that a party may collect
an award that is many times the value of t~e.propertyat issue, and that has no
.

.

.

reasonable connection to the damages suffered by the plaintiff or the culpability of
--~----.---------'~~-'--------t h ~ ~ d e f e n - d a n t - - -..... - .
--~--------------_.._-Here, Watson has suffered no loss other than relatively small investigation
costs and the cost of a cleanup that may not ever take place. Moreover, the jury'
awarded Watson an additional $3.9. million for those costs, despite the fact that, in
reality, Watson will never pay'a penny ofthose costs due to the ARCO Settlement.
The additional $14.3 million in "benefit'; damages awarded by the jury is entirely
.

.~

divorced from any injury to Watson. Moreover, the $14.3-million damage award,
which includes a WACC of 20 percent that was then adjusted upward by the
highest tax 'bracket, does not approximate the reasonable "benefit" allegedly
obtained by Shell arising from the loss of its valuable product. Such damages are'
unreasonable as a matter of law..

VI.

UNDER THE UNIQUE TERMS OF WATSON'S SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT WITH AReO, AReO WAS THE REAL PARTY IN
INTEREST

A.

ARCO Was tbe Real Party JJJ Interest with Respect to
Remediation Damages

Shell's Opening Briefmade clear that the terms
settlement agreement gave ARCO sole liability for

ofth~ Watson-ARCO.

ally and all remediation that

might be ordered on the Watson·Centerproperty. (AOB:51; CT:3198-3199,
3392). Accordingly, ARCO was the real party in interest under Code ()fC~vil
Procedure section 367 with respect to the remediation damages Watson sought in
this case, and Watson no longer has any stake in the outcome of that aspe.ct of the
case.
Watson concedes that, "[w]hile the owner of the property is typicaJly the
.real party in interest for an action for injury to real property, 'the essential element .
of the cause of action is injury to one's interests in the property-ownership of the
property is not.'" (RB;64, quoting Vaughn

v~
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Dame Coilstr. Co. (1990) 223

Cal.App.3d 144, 148.) Without explanatIon or citation to authority, Watson goes
on to assert that, because Watson was the real party in interest when the claims

-I

arose and failed to assign the ~laims, it remained the real party in interest at the

-1---.--~--c---~~,;,,-t'--:~-----~timecoftrial:--(RB::6~"-Ye~?·-r\',-'--o-.'',:~,':::c;----::--,:--'-~-:--

--- ,-----. -- , --

--

'---,'-,----.----~--------~------,,-----

Shell.agrees that Watson was the real party in interest when the clirims
arose. However, ~hen Watson and ARCa contractually agreed that ARCa would
assume sole responsibility for all remediation costs, ARCO became the real party
in interest with respect to those damages, and Watson held no'remaining interest in
the outcome of the litiga:tion with respect to remediation. (See Vaughn, 223
Ca1.App.3d at 148 [holding the party whose interest is.injured owns the cause of
action].) As such, ARCO was the real party in interest with resp~~t to the
remediation damage.
Watson tries to argue that it is still the real party in interest by citing to'
cases holding only that a party may remain the real party in interest after it has
received a payoff from a collateral source, such as an insurance comp~ny. (RB:66
[citing Greene v. M & SLumber Co. (1951) 108 Cal.App.2d 6; RB:66; Lebetv.

Cappobiachrio(1946) 38 Cal.App.2d Supp. 771, 772; Anheuser-Busch, Inc. v.
Starley (1946) 28 Ca1.2d347].) These cases, however, are inapposite because·
Shell and ARCO can be characteri,zed as joint or co-tortfeasors, and the collateral
, source rule does not apply between joint tortfeasors. (Pacific Gas & Elec.

Co. v.

Superior Court (1994) 28' Ca1.App.4th 174, 180.)
Watson tries to avoid thislirnitation by stating t hi conc1usory fashion, that
defendants' "contaminationcould·be differentiated," that "each defendant's
liability was several, not joint," (RB:5), and that ARea is an "independent
·source" for purposes of the collateral source rule (RB:66). There is no citation to .
the record for any ofthese assertions.· Watson cannot simply declare by fiat that
ARCO and Shell were not joint tortfeasors. Under California law, the tenn ')oinf
tortfeasors" is a broad one that includes joint, concurrent and successive
tortfeasors, regardless of whether defendants were "joined" as tortfeasors by the
~
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plaintiff. (GEM Deyelopers v. Hallcraft Homes ofSan Diego (1989) 213
. Cal.App.3d 419,431.)

.

The record is replete with evidence that (until the settlement) neither
---'~----~--------~~~------~-:":'·--:'=~--Watson-nor"-A.R.eOever-contendedthat-thecontaminati6n:6n-the:'Wa.ts6fi'Prop·ertY··~-·:-,-:-~,·~-~~:,:.:._--

was. differentiated by defendants. Watson joined both ARca and Shell as
defendants. (CT:67.) ARCO cross-complained, alleging that contamination in the
groundwater had commingled to create a single indivisibie harm. (CT:3470.) In
.
~

.... '.

.

.

.

late 2000, just six months before trial, Watson stated under oath that it believed
contamination from ARCO had migrated to the far side of the B-2 Plume. (See
RT:3844; see also RT:3837 [Watson discovef)' response stating that Watson
believed the B-2 Plume was caused by releases from Shell and ARCO].)
. Moreover, even ARCO's Motion for Good Faith Settlement repeatedly
.

.

.

asserted that ARea and Shell jointly contributed to the contamination at issue.
(See CT:1394-1430.) With respect to' contamination adjacent to the ARca
refinery, along Wilmi~gton Avenue, the Motion states,'''Watson c~ntends that most
of this contamination emanates from the ARCa refinery, and a small portion'ofit
emanates fTom Shell pipelines that transported refined products in this area." .
(CT:1402.) With respect to contamination in the Utility Way Corridor, "Watson
contamination
to Shell, and a small portion to
.attributes most of this gasoline
.'
. '

.

ARCO's refmery." (CT:1403.) Indeed, in her Declaration supporting the M.otion,
Watson's counsel explains that ARCa is entitled to different percentage
reimbursements for remediation activities in different areas on the Watson
property precisely because the various defendants were jointly responsibie for the
.' contamination: (See CT:14~O.) In fact, WatSon expressly ackn~wledges that
ARCO and Watson "negotiated approximafe degrees of responsibility attributed to

ARea for different areas within the Watson Center."

(RB:61.) Accordingly,

under the law and the evidence, ARCa and Shell were joint tortfeasors and the
collateral source rule d~s not apply.
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Watson also contends that its «interest in the claims against Shell is patently
obvious from the fact that Watson is entitled to approximately $1.5 Million as the

.... _I~___

first distribution from any judgmentagainst Shell and from the fact that Watson is
..'..,....~-.~._,,~~-~.-~~. -enHtIei!"'io'haffof-anyCfuiidslirfovera!terremed{at[bnreimOursemeriis to------~·--- ....-------ARCO." (RB:65 (emphasis added).) The initial $1.5-million distributio~ to
Watson from any judgment) however, is expressly intended to reimburse 'Watson
for its litigation costs in pursuing this action against Shell, not as compensation.
(CT:6078-6079.) And the fact that Watson stands to .recover one-half of any
remaining funds after AReO has beenfully reimbursedfor remediation costs, .
simply proves that Watson had no interest in the outcome of the litigation with
respect to those remediation. damages. ARCa, and ARCa alone, was t~e real
.

.

party in interest w.ith respect to remediation damages.

AtMinimum, AReO Should Have Been Joined as aD
. Indispensable Party

B.

At minimum, Watson should have been required to join ARea .as an
indispensable party at mal. (Code Civ. Proc., § 389.) To do so would have
created no prejudice to ARCa or Watson, given thatARCO was subject to the .
jurisdiction of the court, was involved in tl1e litigation and discovery in the case
for years~p until the eve of trial, and agreed to pay half of Watson's litigatio~ fees
through trial andappeal. (CT:3154-3156, 3158-3i60.)
. As Shell explained in its Opening Brief (AOB:54-55), the propriety of
ARCO'sjoinder is established by the result in Bank ofthe Orient v. Superior
.

,

Court (1977) 67 Cal.App.3d 588, in which the Court compelled the joinder of the
.

.

plaintiffs insurer because the insurer had already reimbursed the plaintiff for the
loss.. The bank argued that joinder of the insurer was required because the true
dispute was between the insurer and the defendant, rather than the defendant and
the plaintiff. Finding that the insurer had caused the action to be brought, the
court heid that it Was required to prosecute the action in its own name and ~o be
joined as a party plaintiff. (ld. at pp. 593-594.)"
.

.
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Watson contends Shell's reliance on Bank ofthe Orient is mispl aced

.~
I

because the plf1intiff there had partially assigned its rights to its insurer and later
executed a full release in favor of the insurer. Watson contends the court based its

--T-------------~-~------------~-~---

.]·-asstgnee;'c\:.l.w:
". . , (D,D 6·9 ~-----c-·---_·~-~'c~--'-~
)
. .. .
m }'mg-so1eIyon-th.c.
e-:ract-thaUh'
e-msurer-was-a-paItm,
In this case, however, Watson has done far more than execute a partial

-

assignment of its claims'to ARCO. ARCa !las undertaken complete responsibility
"at [ARCD's] sole cost and expense" to remediate the Watson Property..
(CT:3198-3199.) Watson was left with no role whatsoever in the remediation; in
fact, the Settlement Agreement expressly prohibits Watson from even
communicating directly or indirectly with government agencies about the
remediation ~ithoufARCO's consent. (CT:3262-3266.) Thus, A[~.CO has a far
greater stake in this dispute than did the partial assignee in Bank ofthe Drient.
ARCa is not just a partial assignee; it is the party exclusively responsible for the
remediation and the only party with an actual financial stake in the outcome of this
issue. And, like the assignee in Bank ofthe Orient,
release from Watson.

ARea received a complete

(CT:3149-315~.)

Watson relies on Glendale Federal Bankv. Hadden(1999) 73 Ca1.App.4th
11 SO, 1i 54 for the proposition that parties who do not llave possessory rights to
real property are not indispensable in an action for violation of property rights
unless sqme or all of the claims have been fonnally assigned to them by the
property owner. (RB:68.) Glendale Federal Bank, however, is entirely
inapposite. The issue in Glendale Federal Bank was whether a bank that claimed
, an interest in a leasehold was an indispensable party in an unlawful detainer

action. Noting that "possessi,on is the fundamental issue in ail unlawful detainer
action," and that the bank was not arguing that it had possession or a right to
. possession, the court held that the bank was not an indispensable party. (Id. at p.
1153.), But this is not an .unlawful detainer a~tion, possession is not the
fundamental issue and Glendale Federal Bank has no application.
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Nor do the other cases cited by Watson compel a contrary"result. Indeed, in
at least two of the cases, the identities of the other potential plaintiffs were not
e~en known at that stage of the proceedings. (See Union Carbide Corp. v.

-----,--~.'c~'c---c.~-__::__~~~-~~:~-Buperior··eourt-(-l984)··36eal-;-3·d-15:,23-24;-Harborini~VillasiIo:neownersv;---~-----

Superior Court (1988) 63 Cal.AppA th 426,430.) And in Niederer v. Ferreira

(1987) 189 Ca1.App.3d 1485, the court held that"the identified potential plaintiffs·
were not indispensable because, as a matter oflaw, they had no possible claims
against the defendant.
By. contrast, ARCO's· identity was Imown, ARea was a party to the
litigation until the eve of trial, its liability for remediation was established in the
ARCa Settlement Agreement, and its claims against Shell were· real and
potentially actionable. Thus, the instant case is directly analogous to Bank ofthe
. . Orient, and the trial court erred by failing to order that ARCO be joined as an

indispensable party:
C

There Is a Substantial!lisk ()fMultiple and Successive Lawsuits

One of the purposes of Code of Civil
Procedure sections 367 and 389
is to
.
.
prevent the risk of multiple actions at the hands of other Claimants. (See Code
Civ.. Proc. § 389, subdiv. (a)(2)(ii) [requiring joinder where substantial risk of
."double,·multip]e~or otherwise inconsistent obligations"]; Keru Inv., Inc. v. Cube
.

ili·

.

Co. (1998) 63 Cal.AppA 1412, 1424 [purpose of Code Civ. Proc. § ~67 "is to

save a defendant, against whom a judgment may be obtained, from further
harassment, or vexation at the. hands of other claimants to the same demand. "].) In
".

this case, there is a substantial risk that ARCO, as a non-party to this litigation
With the sole liability for remediating the property, could bring a subsequent
lawsuit seeking rei,mbursement from Shell for thoseremediation costs ARea
incurred beyond its proportionate share..
Watson contends that the risk of "multiple laws~its is nothing more than
'mere concern' in light of the acknowledgement by ARCO that it and Shell are not
joint tortfeasors;" (RB:67.) In fact, as explained above, ARca and Shell are
- 61 -

-I

--;.:O--~

allegydjoint tortfeasors and Watson cites no authority to support the proposition
tha,~ ARea can, or has, changed the legal effect or legal relationship of the parties
,

.

by, sImply making the self-serving "acknowledgment" .that it is not ajoint
.

'

--_:_~-_:_~'----~~.~~.
~.-·--.--~-tortfeasor;23

Watson cites City ofSan Diego v.

u.s. Gypsum Co. (1994) 39 CaI.AppA1h

.575, 588 for the proposition that a claim for equitable indemnification requires,
that liability be joint and several. (RB:66.) U.S. Gypsum does not help Watson,
however, because ARCa has assumed liability for all remediation costs on the
Watson property (see.CT:3 198-3199,3392) and, as discussed above, ARea and
Shell can, in fact, be considered joint torifeasors under California law.24 .
.

. .

.

California has expressly recognized the right of a joint tortfeasor to bring an
equitable indemnity claim in a case that closely parallels this action. (See ~elma
Pressure Treating Co. v. Osmose Wood Preserving, Inc. (1990) 221 Ca1.App.3d
.

!

.

1601, 161 I, 1619-16:20 [allowing co-defendant to seek full or partial
· indemnifIcation from joint tortfeasors alleged to have made individ'!1al
· contributions to groundwater contamination allegedto constitute a: nuisance].
·.Moreover, a cblim for equitable indemnification is not the sole theory

on which

ARCO could seek recovery from Shell for Shel1~s proportionate share of ARCO's

remediation costs. Such claims might be asserted under an unjust enrichment

23 Watson does not support the statement.that ARCO has "aclmowl,edged"
that AReO and Shell are not Joint tortfeasors with any citation to the record. (See
RB:68.) Accordingly, it i~ unclea~ what "ackno~ledgement"W:atsonis refemng .
to. To the extent Watson IS refemng to ~elf-servmg statements In the Settlement
Agreement \CT:3118-3 120), powever, thos~ statements are belied by both ARCa
and Watson s conduct and pnor representat~ons,asset forth above.
.

is

.
24 Shell
not conceding that any such claim would be successful. In fa~t
Shell would have contested any claim l>Y ARea vigorously during the Watson
~al J'ased o~ a number.of factua~ ~nd legal defenses, an4 would do so now were
AReO t() bnng a lawsUlt. In addItion, Shell does not WJllve any arguments that
AR90 is bound .by the judgme~t.und~r princ,iples of res judicata or .claim-splitting
m vIew of the fact. that ARea IS m pnvlty wIth Watson. However} Just because
Shell has valid defenses does not mean tliat ARCO won't sueSheh. Watson's .
comments that this risk is small carry no weight, as the risk is that ARCO, not
Watson, may harass Shell by a subsequent SUlt.
.
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theory or a statutory cost recovery claim under state or federal law. (See, e.g., 42
U.S.C. § 9613(f) [authorizing contribution action for reimbursement of clean-up
th

cost!' by private parties]; State of California v. Montrose Chern. Corp. (9 Cir.

.--- --.---~-.-.-~-'~.~-. -" ----·1997}I04F:30·1507;1518;·fn-.9-rallowingcross;;recoverya-ctions-under~
.----~.------------. CERCLA].) .
Thus, the risk that She.ll might be subjected to multiple lawsuits arising
from the very same facts and conduct is quite real and mandates that ARCa
should have been included as a party in this trial and bound by its outcome.

D.

Considerations ofEquity and Convenience Favored AReO's
Joinder

Watson's argument that ARCO should liot have been brought back into the
lawsuit because it wants to avoid the "expense and uncertainty ofthis litigation"

also fails under scrutiny~ (RB:69.) ARCa was intimately involved in the
litigation and was already paying one-half ofWatson's attorney's fees. (CT:3.1543156,3158-3160.) Nor was there any "uncertainty," since ARea would not be

a

. brought back in as a defendant, but as plaintiff, like the party ordered joined in

Bank ofthe Orient. (See supra, 67 Ca1.App.3d 588.) The joinder of ARea would
actually minimize uncertainty by hav~ng all ofthe claimshetween the three parties
resolved finally and fully, in a single proceeding.
Indeed, Watson's witnesses and counsel made repeated references to
liabilities incurred by Watson and remediation efforts that .Watson would be
required to undertake, leaving the jury with the false impression .that, if Shell were
not found liable, Watson would face these liabilities alone. (See, e.g., RT:2759
.

.

[Dagdigian talking about how estimated cost of remediation can be expected to
increase when remediationplan implemented], 2789, 5512.) In reality, however,
there is no possibility that Watson will ever have to spend a single penny, either in
remedIation costs or in liability to·any third party. (CT:3198-3200.) Under the
terms of the ARCO- Watson settlement, ARCa must pay for all required
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remediation and indemnify Watson for any and allliability that Watson may incur.
(CT:3195-3198.)
Watson a,lso contends that bringing ARCa back into the case would have

L.. __..

---------~-~-~.~__ ~~_~__run_counterJo_California's_p-OliQyof:e]).c()l.l.l;agi-»g_:s~t1l~ID~Jlt~._JRJl:(j.9=_IO
__

c _..

Although California has a policy of encouraging settlements that fairly apportion
liability, there is no policy that supports allowing the prjmary defendant in a
lawsuit to strike a deal turning its significant liability into a multimillion-dollar
profit center. There is also no policy encouraging concealment of the settling
defendant's true role in the action from the jury in order to preserve its likelihood
of reaping a windfall.

E.

lleference to the ARea Settlement ShouJdHave Been Permitted

Under the unique circumstances of the Watson-ARCa settlement, Watson
ceded all control of, and responslbility for, remediation of the Watson property to

ARea. Wats~n and ARCa wholly realigned ARCO'sinterest from that of a joint
tortfeasor to that of the real plaintiff in interest. Having structured the settlement
-~

as they did, Watson .must accept the consequences of the rules applicable to
standing in California· courts.
Watson contends that the trial court was correct in preventing Shell from

i

informing thejury that Wa~son would never incur any costs or remedial.
obligations. To support this assertion, Watson cites a string of cases"that stand for
the general proposition that evidence of a settlement agreement is inadmissible to
prove liability. (RB:71.) Watson contends that "[a]l1owing Shell to put the
Watson/ARea agreement before the jury would have violated this fundamental
principle." (Id.)
But Shell did not propose to disclose the settlement agreement to establish
.liability; Shell proposed to disclose the settlement agreement to preclude Watson
from giving the jury the false impression that, without a judgment in its favor,
Watson would be required to fully fund all remediation activities on the property.
For example, Dagdigian's testimony led the jury to believe that he, Watson's·
~

64-

~

~

.

expert, would have to spen~ Watson's money to clean lip the contamination: "I
will'have additional expenses when we actually go out there and do this."
(RT:2759.) (Emphasis added.) "I am gambling that the regional water quality.
-f-~-~---~~-~~c_-_-:c

__-,~~controLboard~wiILallo:w_usJus~to~treaLdo:wnjn~hen~.:_(RI:226~.)~(Se_e_also-:-_~
RT:2789, where Dagdigian suggested that ifhe were Watson, he'd budget more

I

like $20 million for cleanup.) Watson~s counsel compounded this error in closing
arguments:
"So what do we have? We have nearly $13 million; according
to Dr. Dagdigian's calculations, ofrriess under the Watson
Center that will be required by a regulatory agency to be
'cleaned up.... And whose property is it? It's the Watson
Center. It's Watson's property.... That's a 'big check to
write."
(RT:5515 (emphasis added).)
Watson, of course, will never have to pay a penny in remediation costs, 'and'
.~

~'

misleading the jury to believe otherwise was impwper.

- 65-
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~_~

~_~

VII.

coNCLUSION
F or the reasons set forth here and in its Opening Brief and Cross-

respondent's Brief, Shell urges this Court to reverse the judgment and either direct

---' ---------.----c--~-----~entry-of-jtidgment-for-Shell-ot:-vacate-the~ury?scawardof-benefit-damagesjJr'-the;;:(;~;L;.-;~.--::c;"-,._~.-c
. _c~
sum 0[$14,275,23'7. Alternatively, if the Court concludes that ARCO'should have
been joined as a party plaintiff, Appellant respectfully requests that the Court
remandth6 case for retrial.

DATED: September 15,2004

Respectfully submitted,

GREINES, MARTIN, STEIN & RICHLAND LLP
FERlS M. GREENBERGER
.
CALDWELL, LESLIE, NEWCOMBE & PETTIT
A Professional CO!}Joration .
.
~
MICHAEL R. LESLIE
MARY NEWCOMBE
ANDREW ESBENSHADE
SANDRA·L. THOLEN

.BY~~
'MICHLR. LESLIE
Attorneys for Appellant
SHELL OIL COMPANY
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since 1998, Free
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Open
Open
Open
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4/21/2006
1/5/2003'
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l5/15/2000
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Cleanup Status History
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California Regional Water Qnality Control Board
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320 W. 4th Street, Suite 200, Los Angeles,.California 90013
Phone (21~) 5!6~9600 FAX (213) 576-6640 - Internet Addr~s: hllp:llwww~waterbo<).rds.ca.gOir/losan~eI.es
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May 16, 2008

Ms: Kelsy K..Hardy
Specialist - EH&S Remediation .
.
Kinder MorganLiquid terminals, LLC (Kinder Morgan)
llOON. TownandCoun;tryRd., 7lhFloor
..
Orange, CA 92868

I
I,

CONDITIONAL APPROVAL ',OF Smrr DOWN VAPOR EXTRACTION COMPONENT OF THE
LIGHT NONAQUEOUS PHAsE LIQUID RECOVERY SYSTEM - GX~190 PIPELINE RELEASE
"SITE, 90'0" BLOCK OF EAST 233RD STREET; CARSON, CALIFORNIA
(SLIC ~O; .532A, SITE ID NO.. 204sROO)
Dear Ms. Hardy: , _.
Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (R.egi~nal Board) staffh~ve reviewed; the March 31"
2008, Results of" Temporary Shut Down Test of Vapor Extraction of the Vacuum-EnhancedLNAPL
Recovery System (Report), prepared by CH2MITILL (C~M),~ for the referenced site..The. Report was
.required by the Regional Board in the letter dated September 27, 2007.

I\.
I.

I
I
I

! .

The Report describes th,e results of a temporary shut doWJ;l. test of the vapor extraction (vB) cotnponent Of
the iight nonaqueous phase liquid (LNAPL) recovery system. Duringapproximately five months of testing ,
. (3 monthS VB online and 2 months VB offline), a shutdown of the VB component did hot result in a .
decrease in product recovery. Because no Significant changes in LNAPL recovery rates were obseived
during the VB sp.utdowD. testing, along with historical decline tr.end in LNAPL recovery rflteS and low to
non-detectable con~entrations of volatile organic compounds in VB illUuent samples, CH2M recommended
to permanently shutd0wn the VB 'component while continuing active LNAPL r~covery using existing .
skimmi.tig PUJJ1ps.
.
.
Ba§ed on .the .information submi~ed, Regional Board staff concUrs with the CH2M recommendation to
shutdown the VE component 'ofthe LNAPL re<;:bvery system atthis time. You are·required to contip.ue free
product recovery and quarterly groundwater 'monitoring"activities ~t the site. Quarterly remediation
progress ';lnd. groundwater monitoring" reports shall be submitted according .to the schedule previously
established for the site.
Due to' .r~sidual contaminants in vadose zone, free product ·in groundwater, and commerciaVindustiial
buildings at and-in the immediate vicinity of the GX~190 pipeline release area, you are required to submit a
workplan to the Re~onal Board by August 1, 2008, for conducting soil gas 's~ey and vapor intrusion·
evaluation at the site. The results of.the vapor intrusion evaluation will be used to better. understand the
potential tl!reat to the public health and environment; and to determine if the YE compone~t can be
permanently shUtdown and remo"ed from the site remediation .system. To adequately define the vapor'
plume originating from the pip~line release .area, mUltiple-depth soil vapor' sampling shall be proposed. . .'
.
.
~alifornia Environmental Protection Agency

-

o

.

A~.n.o.!~.~~~;Z!~1!~gg~~ .

Recycled Paper
Our mission is to preserve alld enhance the quality ofCali/o'rnia;s water resources for the benefit ofpresent andjUture generations..

... . .. . ...
. GX-190PipelineRelease- sqc No. 532A

;.

-"-Ms:'K~lsyHardJ'

_:.......

-May'16; 2008' .

•__ .~
.... ~__ ~.--_.-~------------------_____;_-~-----

~

._------;-~~_:~_.:. _--'------'C..-_.~

.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (213)'576-6667: .

Sincerely,

~~.

LuisChang~

Engineering .Geo1ogist
Site Cleanup I Unit
c.c:

Chris Romero, CH2M HilL
Mathew S. Covington, Steinhart & Falconer, LLP
Dat Quach, Los Angeles Department of Water & Power
Katen Ltika, BP America, Inc. .
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California Environmental ~rotection Agency
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. ~¢1 Recycled Paper
' . .
Our mission is to preserve and enhance the quality ofCalifornia 's water rttsources for the benefit ofpresent andfUture generations.
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STEINHART & FALCONER LLP
Jeffrey M. Bamerling (SBN: 9] 532)
Matthew S. Covington (SBN: 154429)
333 Market Street; Thirty-SecOl~d Floor
San Francisco, CA 94] 05-2150
Telephone:(415) 777-3999
FacsimiJe:(415) 442-0856
'Atl:ortleys for Defe~d~t~d Cross-Complainant
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY

,jUN 18 2002

f)

---,'

~

RECEIVED

BRIGHT AND BROWN '
JAMES S. BRJGHT(SBN: 65299}
MAUREEN J. BRIGHT (SBN: 81589)
BRJAN 1. BECKER (SBN: I 1543 I)
8 PHILLIPA L AiTMAN (SBN:, 186527)
9 ' 550 North Brand Boulevard, Suite 2100
Giendale, CA 91203
Telephone: '(818) 243-2121
10 Telephone: (818) 243-3225
6
7

,] 1

Attorneys for Plaintiff and Cross-Defendant
WATSON LAND COMPANY

12
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SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

14

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

15
16
17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

26

CENTRAL CIVIL WEST COURTHOUSE
WATSON LAND COMPANY, a California
corporation,
Plaintiff;

Case No. Be 150161

JOINT MOTION OF ARCO AND
WATSON LAND COMPANY FOR AN
VS.
ORDER CONFIRMING
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE WICS
ATLANTIC RICHFIELb COMPANY, a Pennsylvani PROPERTY ENVIRONMENTAL
corporation; GEORGE PEARSON, an individual, dba, CLEANUP FUND, APPOINTING
G&M OIL COMPANY; G&M OIL COMPANY, l-NC ADMINISTRATOR, AND APPROVING
California corporation; TEXACO REFINING AND.
TRUST AGREEMENT /
MARKETING" INC., a,Delawarecorpofation; TRMI
DECLARATIONS OF MAtTHEW S.
HOLDINGS, INC., a Delaware corporation; "
COVINGTON AND DONNA PARISI
REMEDIATION CAPITAL CORPORATION, a Nev,
corporation; MONSANTO CHEMICAL"COMPANY,
Delaware corporation; STAUFFER MANAGEMENT
COMPANY, a Delaware corporation; RHONE- ,
POULENC BASIC CHEMICALS COMPANY, a
Delaware corporation; SHELL OIL COMPANY, a
Action Filed: May 16, 1996 "
Delaware: corpor'iti:JH; and DOES 1 through 200,
Date:
" August 23, 2002
inclusive" '
Time:
9:00 a.m.
Dept:
307
Defendants.
AND RELATED CROSS ACTIONS
JOINT MOTrON OF ~CO AND WATSON LAN[) COMPANY FORAN ORDER
ESTABLISHING THE WICS PROPERTY ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP FUND, ele.
J J7142vl
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CALDWELL, LESLIE,
NEWCOMBE & PETTIT
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INTRODUCTION

2
I

J , ,

In,1996 Watson Land Company ("Watson") filed this lawsuit against Atlantic

3

~

Richfield Company ("ARCO"), Shell Oil Company ("Shell"), GATX Tank Storage Terminals

- - - '._-----'-_'------.:_-----'------_._-'-------------------------'----------'----------------------_._~--_..:._--------------.--.--------------

5

Corporation ("GATX") and other defendants. Watson, ARCO, and GATXset:tled their disputes' in

6

2001. Watson obtained an $18 millIon judgment against Shell in the summer of2001, which

7

currently .is on appeal.

8

Under'the Settlement Agreement between Watson ~dARCO, ARea agreed to

9

indemnify Watson for certain contamirtationon Watson'Industrial Center South (the "WICS").

,
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10, Watson agreed that any funds obtained in a final judgment against Shell, or any settlement with
11,

Shell, would be placed ina trust account (known as the WICS Property Env~ronmental Cleanup'

;.- -«

12

Fund (hereafter "Fund"» for ARea's 'use in addressing the environmental contamination on the

a

13

WICS. The. Settlement Agreement required Court approval of a fin1;Ulcial institution. (hereafter

]4

"Trustee"or "Administrator") to administer the Fund, and approval ofa written trust agreement and

15

instructions to the Administrator (hereafter "Trust Agreement").
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16

z

17-

as being made in good faith and retained jurisdiction relating to certain asp.eets of the Fund.

18

and Watson have agreed upon and executed a Trust Agreement and have appointed Bank One Trust

]9

Company, National Association ("Bank One"), as Administrator for the Fund. By this motion,'

20

ARCa and Watson'ask the Court to confirm an9 approve establishmentofthe Fund, and to approve

21

the TrustAgreement and Bank One's appointment as the current Administrator.

)(

(1J
(1J
(1J

«

This Court pJ;"eviously entered an order approving the parties' Settlement Agreement

ARea,

lI)

FACTS

22
-

'

,

After more than four yearsoflitigation and

23

e1iviro~ental

assessmentand thr,ee years

24

of settlement negotiati0l1:s and mediations, Watson and ARea settled their disputes in a complex

25,

Settlement Agreement, approved by the

26

ARea agreed to indemnify Watson fcir certain liabilities arising out Of environmental contamination

C~>urt

in February 2001. Under: the Settlement Agreement,

-1JOJNTMOTION Of ARCO AND WATSON LAND COMPANY FOR

AN ORDER

ESTABLlSHfNG THE WICS PROPERTY ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP FUND, el~,
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",I .• "
\'

existing on the wicS as of November 1,2000. (Covington Dec!' ~2, Exh. A, pp. 88-90 (excerpts of
2

Settlement Agre.ement).) Watson 'agreed to pursue itsclliims against SheIl and deposit any

3

settlement or judgment ultimately obtained against She)] ("Shell Funds") directly into the Fund for

_~~--,~_.~..__.. . _"L~_~'!~

the. R.lLlJlose~set forth.in,lhe~S¢'tt]eD1t::ntAgte~_m(;;nt,_includingJhe':perforrn:ance_oLcertain_ofA.RCo.'s~~--~~
'

"

5

indemnity obligations. (Id. at Exh. A, pp. 44-46, 52·57, 65-67.)
ARCO and Watson intend to establish the Fundto resolve claims among them th~t

6
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resulted from the environmental contamination arid tort causes of action alleged in the lawsuit.

8

ARCa and. Watson further intend the Fund to be created as a "qualified settlement fund" under

9

Section' 468B of the Internal Revenue Code and T!easury Regulation Secti.on 1.468B., 1. (Covington

10

Decl. Exh.A, p.l.) The Settlement Agreement requires the parties to select an Administrator for the

i1

F~nd,

12

The Coui-:t retained jurisdiction over the Fund in its February 26,2001 Order. (Id. at ~ 3, Exh. B and

13

1 5 thereto.)

.14

create a Trust Agreement, and have both approved by the Court, (ld. at Exh. A,-pp. 53-?5.)

The Settlement Agreement sets forth certain further provisions concerning the

0
U
(J)

« «
0:

0:

'

7

«

]5 "Administrator and the Trust Agreement:
16
17

U)

, 18
-19
20

21
22
23
24,
25
26

.

The Shell Funds shall constitute the asset's of the F~nd. (Covington Ded.,
Eih. A, p. 52.)
The 'Fund'must beheld,maintained, used and distributed as provided in the
Settlement Agreement. (!Q, at 52-53.)
The Fund will be a trust fund placed in a separate interest 'bearing account
established at a reputable financial institution.0 (Jd. at 53.)
The Fund must be administered by the Administrator "pursuant. to a written
. trust agreement and related \>flitten instructions ...." (ld. at p. 54)
The written trust agreement and related written instructions must provide for
(1) the circumstances ,under which the Admiriistr-ator may release money from
the Fun,d; (2) the'preparation of income tax returns for the'trustand,.the
preparation of statements to be issued by the Administr1itor and delivered to
Watsqn, ARCO, and the, Court; and (3) such other tennsand conditions as
may be rea~onably required in order to establish, maintain and distribute
,money from the Fund consistent 'with the Settlement Agreement: (Id. at pp'.
54-55.)'
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JOINT MOTION OF ARCO AND WATSON LAND COMPANY FOR AN ORDER'
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, l I n February 2002, Watson, ARCO, and Ba,nk One Trust Company, National
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(I)
(I)
(I)

ll:

The Co'urtwill retain continuingjurisdiction over the Trust including (1)
approval or selection of the Administrator or replacement Adminis~rator; (2)
the receipt of annual repo'rt;s from the Admil).istrator; (3) the approval of
tennination of the Trust; (4) the appointment of arbitrators and the
confirmation or vacatipn of any arbitration awards in'any arbitration
conducted under the Settlement Agreement; (5) any other matter specifically
set forth in the Trust Agreemem or the Settlement Agreement.(Id. at § 4(a).)

l1.

z

«

All Shell Funds shall be held and distributed according to the "terms of the
Settlement Agreement and the Trust Agreemen't. (Yd. at § lei); § 3.);
The Trustee agrees to vest and reinv~st funds in the Trust in certain
"Pennitted Investments." Interest and earnings v.. .i ll be added to the Trust and
any losses or expenses will be borne by the Trust. (Id. at § 2(a).)

14

UJ

~

•

12

I:

I- !!?
z w
U
W l<: 'z

([)

The Court may reform the Trust,to the eX1ent necessary or reasonable in order
for the Trust to belier serve the Trust purposes. (Id. at § l(d).)

lL

l(J

"Fund"). (Covington Dec!. Exh. C, § l(b);

The purpose, of the Trust is 10 provide asource of funds 10 be used for the
, purposes set forth in the Settlement Agreement, including without limitation,.
,the reimbursement of certain remediation costs, ARCO's indemnification
obligations, arid certain expenses incurred by.Watson. (Id. at§ ICc).)

8

o to

ARea are the beneficiaries ofthe Trust ("Trust" is used

interchan~eably with

17

UI

is

The Administrator will prepare annually a detailed accounting of all receipts
and disbursements to and from the Trust. (ld.at § 4(b).)

19

20

The Trustee shall prepare ~d file annual tax returns applicable to the Trust.
(ld.at § 6 (a)-(b).)
,

21
22

, AReO and Watson may petition the Court to appoint a successortrusteff at
any time. (Id. at § 4(a).)

23

The Trust shall continue in existence until, at least February 26, 2011; or until
the funds in the Trust have been distributed, whichever comes first. The
'
Court retains jurisdiction to issue an order authorizing tennination of the
Trust. (Id.at § 8 . ) "

24
,25
26

~3-
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ARGUMENT
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'2

The Settlement Agreement requires that the Administrator be a reputable financial

3 . institution and that the money in the Fund be segregated from the assets of ARCO and Watson while
__:__~_.c._::o_'---c __~,",,--_4.. cthecEundjs·_in.effect~"-The_AgreeriJ.ent_also_requires:that-the~Eul1d~beadministered,pursuant-to'ca~-'-. "
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income tax returns, and the p~eparation of trust financial statements. Finally, .the Settlement

7

Agreement requires that the Trust Agreement contain conditions reasonably required In order to.

8

establish, maintain and

9

distrib~te money

from the Fund consistent with the .Settlement Agreement.

The Trust Agreement and Bank One meet all of these requirements. Bank One is a

Z

0

11

Likewise, the Trust Agreement provides for the establishment ofa trust account with ARCO and

~

m

12

Watson as beneficiaries. The Tmst Agreement also contains provisions for the administration of the

f-

Z

)3.

Fund by Bank One, or a successor trustee, for reformation of the Trust Agreement by the Court if

14

necessary to better serve the Trust purposes~ and for lheCourl's continuing jurisdiction over the

15

Fund.
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national bank with a strong reputation arid it is qualified 10 act' as Administrator for the .Fund.
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written Trust Agreeme<nt whi.ch.provides for the release ofmoney from the Fund, the preparation'of
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The Trust Agreement aho meets all the requirements of the Settlement Agreenient

]7

concerning administration of the Fund and preparation of accounting and tax· materials. The Trust

]8

Agreement contains specific instructions to the Trustee regarding the deposit of Shell Funds directly.'

19

into the Fund, and provides that money may be distributed from the Fund to reimburse certain

20

remediation costs and other expenses as provided' for in the Trust Agreement and the Settlement

21

Agreement. Moreover, the Fund requires the Trustee to prepare amiual detailed accountings of all

22

receipts and disbursements to orfrom the Fund,. and to prepare and file tax returns applicable to the

23

Fund, all as required by the Settlem~nt AgreemenL

24
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2

that Bank One will act as' Administrator. The Trust Agreement and Bank One meet all the

3

requirements of the Settlement Agreement, and the Court should enter the order requested by this
~

_ 4 _ _m_oti_on_,

,"---

-

- _ . _ - - - - -- - -

----------------~ ~-----_.
- .~'------.-.--_._~-------

CONCLUSION

6

g0

"-"

ARCO, Watson and Bank One all have signed the Trust Agreement and have agreed

5

0:

( .....)

)

For all the foregoing reasons, the Court should confinn and approve establishment of

7

the Fund, approve appointment of Bank One as Administrator, and approve the Trust Agreement.

8

DATED: June

JL 2002

STEINHART & FALCONER LLP
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By:
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Matthew S. Covington
Attorneys for Defendant and Cross- omp]ainartt
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY
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DECLARATION OF MATTHEW S. COVINGTON
2

I, Matthew S. Covington' declare:

3
___1_,

~_~_~4.

__________,_J. __

J~~~~ttorm~y~El! law dtJ1yJi(;ens~d top~(l_Gti(;~lnjhe_courts_ofJhe_State~Qf.~.;·;-~L-,__

'5

California and am a partner with the law finn of Steinhart & Falconer LLP, attorneys for defendant

6

and cross-complainant Atlantic Richfield Company ("ARCQ") in this ac.tion. I have personal

7

knowledge of the' following facts. Ifcal1ed upon as a witness, I could and would competently testify

8

to them.
In early 2001, ARCO and plaintiff Watson ,Land Company ("Watson")

2.

9
10

elltered into a S~t1lement Agreement and Release of Certain Claims effective as of November 1,

11

~OOO ("Settlement Agreem.ent") in this matter. True and correct copies of excerpts from the

12, Settlement Agreement are attached hereto ~s Exhibit A. Under -the Settle91ent Agreement, ARCO
13

agreed to indemnifY Watson fof. certain liabilities arising.out of environmental contamination

14

existing as of November 1,2000 on Watson Industrial CenterSouth ("WICS"). Watson agreed to

15 , pursu~ its remaining Claims against Shell Oil,C~mpany ("Shell") and deposit any settlement or
16, judgment.ultimately obtained' against Shell ("Shell Funds") into a trust account (known as the .
17 '''WICS Property-Environmenta1 Cleanup Fund") for ARCQ's use in addressing:the environmental
,18

contamination on, the WICS. The Settlement Agreement further requires ARCO:and Watson to

] 9 ' selec;:t an Administrator for the Fund (hereafter "Administrator" or ''Trustee''), to execute a trust
,

,

20

agreement and written i.nstructions for the Administrator Olereafter '~Trust Agreement"), and'to have

21

the same approved by the Court.

22

3:

,On or about February 26, 2001, the Court entered an order approv~ng the

23

Settlement Agreement as being made in good faith and retai1?ed jurisdiction, over certain aspects of

24

.the Fund, includin~durisdiction to api)fov~ the Administrator selected by ARCOandWatson. A true

25

and correct copy of the Court's Febnlaty 26, 2001 order is attached heret9 as Exhibit B.

26

III
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3

In February 2002, Watson, ARea and Bank One Trust Company, National

Association (UBank One") executed a Trust Agreement dated November 15, 2001 thereby

·
.
,
establishing the Fund and appointing Bank One as the Trustee. A true and correct copy of the Trust

"T--~-.~.-.-~~:.....--A- ~AgreemenLjs_attached_hereto_as.ExhibiLC.-,
__._.

6

foregoing .is true and correct.

7

DATED: June

Jl, 2002
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I declare under penalty of peIjury under the laws of the -State of California that the
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Facsimile:(415) 442~0856

Attorneys for Cross-Complainant
5 ATLANtIC
RICHFIELD COMPANY

~

.~

.

-TelepnE5ife:{41-S-)-777;;3999--~-----··_- .--~--------

"J

c::>
c::>

.STEiNHART & FALCONER LLP
Jeffrey.M. Hamerling (SBN: 91532)
Matthew S. Covington (SBN: 154429)
333 Market Street, Thirty:-Second Floor .
San. Francisco, CA 94105-2150

6 . BRIGHT AND BROWN.
JAMES S. BRIGHT (SBN: 65~99)
1 MAUREEN
J. BRIGHT (SBN: 81589)
BRIAN 1. BECKER (SBN: 115430
8 PHILLIPA L. ALTMAN {SBN: 186527)
550 North Brand :l3oulevaid; Suite ~1 00
9 Glendale, CA' 91203
.
Telephone: (818) 243-2121
10
Telephone: (818) 243-3225

11 . Attorneys for Plaintiff and Cross-Defendant
.WATSON LAND COMPANY
12

13

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

14

FOR THE. COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

15

CENTRAL CIVIL WEST COURTHOUSE
.

.

16

17

WATSON LAND COMPANY, a Califonlla
corporation,
Plaintiff,

. 18
VS.

19 'ATLANTIC RlCHFIELD COMPANY, aPennsy!vani
20 corPoration; GEORGE PEARSON, an'individual, dba
21
22

23

24
25

26

Case No. BC 150161
ORDER GRANTING JOINT MOTr(J1\!
OF ARea AND WATSON LAND"
COMWANYFORANORDER
CONFIRMING. ESTABLISHMENT OF
THE WICS PROPERTY .
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP FUND,
APPROVING APPOiNTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATOR AND.
APPROVING TRUST AGREEMENT

G&M OIL COMPANY; G&M OIL COMPANY, INC
Caiifornia corporation; TEXACO REFINING AND
MARKETING, INC., a Delaware corporation; TRMI
HOLDINGS, INC., a Delaware corporation;
REMEDIATION CMITAL CORPORATION, a Nev~
corporation; MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY, .
. D~lawarecorporation; STAUFFER¥ANAGEMENT
COMPANY, a Delaware corporation; RHONEPOULENC BASIC CHEMICALS COMPANY, a
Action Filed:
Delaware corporation; SHELL OIL COMPANY, a
Date:
Delaware corporation; and DOES 1 through 200,
Time:
inClusive,
Dept:
Defendants.

May 16, 1996
August 23, 2002
9:00 a.m.
307

AND RELATED CROSS ACTIONS .
. ORl;lER GRANTING JOINT MOTION OF AReo AND WATSON LAND COMPANY
FOR AN ORDER CONFIRMING ESTABLISHMENT OF THE WICS PROPERTY, etc.
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EXHIBIT

J

.

.

'J
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"I

The joint motion of defendant and cross-complainant Atlantic Richfield. Company
.

("~CO") and

.

.

.

.

.

'.

..

~.

plaintiff and cross-defendant Watson Lan~ Company ("Watson") for an order" ~~, .

confirining_establis}unenUhe~ICSJ>lQ£en)'gnvironJl1en!~Lglea,n~QF~<!~~s!~IJPJ.9ViI!gL~-' ~i_~~ _ ...~
appointment of an Administrator and a Trust Agreement came on regularly for hearing at .?:.OO: a.m.,
5

on August 23,2002, in D·eparlment 307 oftq.is Court, the-Honorable Wendell Mortimer, Jr..

6

presiding, Matthew S. Covington, Esq. appeared on behalf o~ ARCO and Maureen J~ Bright, Esq. -

7

appeared on behalf of Watson. Based upon the papers filed ill connection with the motion, and all of

8

the records, ple~dings and files in this action, and good cause appearing:

.

.

0:

0

8m
0:

11

Environmental Cleanup Fund ("Fund"). The Court finds that ARqo, Watson, and Bank One intend

12

the Fund to be treated from its inception as a "qualified settlement fund" under Section 468B ofthe

13

Internal Revenue Code and Treasury

14

California law. ..

u
lI).

15

2.

z

16

an event,. or a related series of events, that have occUrred and that have given rise to claims asserting

17

liability arising out of alleged torts in this matter. .
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The Court confirms and approves the establisru:nent of the WICS Property

10

b.
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'. IT IS ORDERED THAT the motion be, and hereby is, granted, as follows:
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It:
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oct:
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Regula~ion

Section 1.468B-l, and as a trust under applicable

The Fund is being.established to resolve or satisfy claims that have resuIied from

u..

C')
C')
C')

z

<{

III

18
19

3.

National Association ("Barik One") as the current Administrator of the Fund.

20
21

The Court approves the parties' appointment of:a~ One Trust Company,

4. The Court approves the written trust agreement ;md instructions attached to the
moving papers ("T(Ust Agreement;') which applies with respect to the Fund.
,

5.

22

.

As provided· in the Settlement Agreement between the parties and the Trust

23'

Agreemen,t, all assets ofthe Fund shall be deposited directly into the Fun<l.and shall be segregated·

24

from the assets ofARCO and Watson unless and until such assets are distributed. Any and all

25

distributipns shall be made according to the terms of the Trust Agreement and the Settlement .

26

Agreement.
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The
Fund.
will remain subject to the continuingj\lrisdiction of this Court as set
.
.
.

'

forth iIi the !rust Agr~einent and the Settlement-Agreement..

3 ~ - - - ---_.- - - - -------~-~----~..---'---~----'-----~-----_---.:_---- '

----

-

IT IS sO ORDERED.

4

WENDELL R. MORTIMER, JR.

5
6

By:

Dated:

Judge of the Superior Court ~

,7.
8
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"

Michael Leslie
From:

Michael·Les.lie

Sent:

Wednesday, December 14, 20056:45 PM

To:
'Maureen J. 13rig'hl'; Matthew S. Coving~on (matthew.covington@dlapiper.com)
-I---~~---- --Subject:RE:-vyatsoncase:-Satisfaction-ofjudgment·-,
,.__ ,_~-_~~
~,~
,__ c_~_~_~_~~

~ ~~--,.~~--~-__

Dear Maureen and Matt:
, Pursuant to our prior'agreement, tomorrow afternoon I will be filing the Sa'tisfaction of Judgment I have been
holding, since the jUdgment has now been paid.
Please let me know if you 'have any objections to our doing so. Thank yOL! again for your courtesy and
cooperation in working out the-payment.

Michael R. Leslie

The information contained In this electronic mail message is priyileged and conndential and is intended for the personal use of the designated recipients,
only. This messa'!je may not be shared with, or forwarded to, third parties wilhoullhe express written permission ot the sender. It you have received
this message in error, please notify'the send~r immediately and delete all copies. Thank You.

-----Original Message---:--

From: Maureen J. Bright [mailto:mbright@Brightandbrown.com]
Sent: Friday, December 09, ~005 11:05 AM
To: Michael Leslie

Subject: Payment received
Importance: High

Mike:
~nd

I received confirmation that the funds ($5,702,387.94) have arrived at the bank
wanted to let you know.
. . '
,',
Thank you again for all your l1.elp in connection with arranging payment.'
Regard's,
Maureen

Maureen J. Bright; Esq.
Bl'ight and Brown,
550 N. Brand Blvd., Suite 2100
Glendale', California 91203
Telephone: (818) 243-212'1 .
Facsimile: (818) 243-3225

.mQ;rignJ@l?r.ightJ?"n.d..lu;o)Y!1.,ft.9JIl

12/14/2005
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('_ ...)~."

Statement of Confidentiality:
The contents of this e-mail message and any attachments are confidential·and arc intended solely for the addressee. This
.
tral1sJ:nission is sent in trust, for the sole purpose of delivery to the intended recipient. [f you have received this transmission in·error,
any use, reproduction or dissemination of this transmission is strictly pmhibited. !fyou are not the intended· recipient, please
immediately notify the seuder by reply e-mail or at (818) 243-2121 and delete this message a.nd its attachments, if any. Thank you.
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